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Three thermistor chains extendingfrom 15 to 65 m were deployedfrom ice floes in the Marginal Ice
Zone north of Svalbard in a triangle with sidesof 500-800 m for a period of 7 days. Vertical displacement spectraindicate that the internal wave energy level is lower than the Garrett and Munk spectrum
by a factor of 2-3 but higher than other observationsin the Arctic. A group of internal waves (a wave
train), with frequency of 2-3 cph was observed to propagate at 0.05 m/s through the triangle in a
west-southwesterlydirection during a 4- to 6-hour period. A case study of this wave train, where the
horizontal phase differencesbetween the three thermistor chains were analyzed, showed wavelengthsof
100-200 m and phase velocities of 0.10-0.15 m/s. Observation of the density field and the velocity field
indicated that stratification dominated over vertical shear. Consequently, the dispersion relation was
calculatedby solvingnumerically the vertical mode equation for internal wavesin a shearlessocean.The
estimated wavelengths and phase velocities agree with the dispersion relation for first-mode internal
waves.The generatingmechanismsmay be tidal oscillationsassociatedwith a seamountlocated east of
the triangle, or ice keelsmoving in relation to the water creating lee wavesin the pycnocline.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Internal wave investigationsin ice covered regions of the
world oceans are few. Experiments from drifting pack ice in
the Arctic Ocean indicate a lower energy level of internal
waves (hereafter denoted IW) than in other parts of the ocean
[-Morison, 1986]. During the Norwegian Remote Sensing Experiment (NORSEX) in 1979 [-Johannessen
et al., 1983-[a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image exhibited IW with wavelengths of 400-1000 m just off the ice edge (Figure 1) at approximately 81ø35'N, 7øE. This is in the same area where the
1983 experiment took place. Under calm to moderate wind

tal coherence,and phasespectraare estimated,and finally, the
dispersionrelation is computed and compared with observations.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

Three thermistor chains, designated T46, T47, and T518,
were deployed from ice floes in a triangle with sides 500 m,
700 m, and 800 m long. The ice concentrationin the area was
approximately 90%, and the dominant ice floe dimensionwas
typically 25-100 m (Figure 2). Approximately 10 km farther
north, large ice floes (1-20 km) representingthe major Arctic
conditions, IW have also manifested themselves in radar
pack ice were found. T46 was deployednext to the ship, while
images as convergencelines of ice belts [-Johannessen
et al., T47 and T518 (deployed 500 m and 800 m from the ship,
1985-[.However, no in situ IW experimentsin the marginal ice respectively),were positioned relative to the ship using acouszone (MIZ) have so far been reported.
tic sensorswith an accuracy of a few meters. These position
One component of the 1983 Marginal Ice Zone Experiment data and the ship'sheading showed that the triangle did not
(MIZEX '83), carried out on the Yermak Plateau north of change its shape and orientation significantly in the deploySvalbard, was a 7-day IW experiment staged from R/V ment period from June 30 to July 7. To first order, the triangle
Polarbjorn, which was moored to a drifting ice floe 20 km in drifted as a solid body without rotation, although its trajecfrom the ice edge. Three thermistor chains were suspendedin tory is characterized as tidal rotation superimposedon a
a triangle from drifting ice floes. A number of other experi- northeastward linear movement (Figure 3).
ments were run in parallel, describingthe ocean, the ice, and
Each Aanderaa thermistor chain had temperaturesensorsat
the atmosphere [-MIZEX Group, 1986-[. For high-frequency 5-m depth intervals between 15 m and 65 m. The response
IW studies,the most important data sourceswere the thermis- time of the sensorswas approximately 1 min. In order to have
tor chains with sampling frequency well above the independentmeasurements,
a samplinginterval of 2 min was
Brunt-Viiisiilii frequency, whereas useful background infor- used. T518 had a pressuresensorat 65 m which showed that
mation came from conductivity-temperature-depth(CTD) no significant horizontal excursionsof the thermistor chain
casts, Aanderaa current meters, profiling current meters, ice had occurredduring the experiment.A current meter mooring
drift, and wind measurements.
was also deployed from an ice floe near the ship, with AanIn the first part of this paper the experiment and selected deraa current meters at 2 m, 10 m, 20 m, 40 m, and 200 m.
IW observations are described.Then energy spectra, horizon- Throughout the drift period the ship was moored to an ice
floe, and the ship's drift was the same as the drift of the
thermistor chains: 0.10-0.20 m/s. Wind data from the ship
Copyright 1987by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
showed wind speeds to be calm to moderate, 2-5 m/s,
throughout the experiment.During the first 4-5 days the wind
Paper number 7C0116.
direction was from the south-southwest, but on July 4 it
0148-0227/87/006C-0116505.00
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Fig. 1. Syntheticapertureradar (SAR) image from September19, 1979,during the NORSEX experiment,showingthe
ice edge and internal wavesin the open ocean.The thin and thick arrows indicate the propagationof waveswith 400-m
and 1000-m wavelength,respectively.I-AfterJohannessen
et al., 1983].
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Fig. 2. Thermistorchain locationsrelativeto the Polarbjorn.An
aerialphotographis superimposed
indicatingan ice concentration
of
approximately90%. The shipis 50 m long.
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changedto easterly,causingthe ice to turn northwestward. Fig. 4. Profiles to 500 m of temperature, salinity, •, and
Two •dayslater the wind was again southerly,leading to a
Brunt-Viiisiilii frequencyaveragedover 48 CTD castson July 3-4.

northeastward
ice drift.The currentvelocityqf the whole
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baths, throughout the period, with a maximum speedof 0.15
m/s at the westernslope of the seamount.
CTD data were obtained approximately every hour down

to the b6ttom, which variedbetween500 m and 900 m. They
were used to provide the Brunt-Viiisiilii frequency as a function of depth and time. An averageCTD profile for July 3-4 is
plotted in Figure 4 for temperature, salinity, •,, and
Brunt-Viiisiilii frequency.The upper 20 m has cold water (from
-1.5 ø to -1.7øC), and the salinity increases from about
34.00%0 at the surface to about

34,30%0 at 30 m. Below this

top layer the CTD data show that the temperature is a good
indicator of the density field and can therefore be used for IW

20'•00

studies.
3.

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Contoured plots of isotherm depths as a function of time
were produced for all 7 days of thermistor data. During a
24-hour period, starting at 1100 UT on July 3, most of the
10'
thermocline was displacedabove 65 m, allowing the isotherms
between - 1.7ø and 0.0øCto be continuouslydisplayed(Figure
• 30
5). Therefore this period was selectedfor a case study. The
predominantfeaturesare the ubiquitousvertical oscillations
indicatingIW activity over a broad frequencyband. The most
810 O0'N
•
•
•
•
•
i
,
intenseoscillationsare interpretedas a wave train and can be
5ø
6ø
7ø
8ø
9ø E
seen at all three thermistor chains in the period between 2200
Fig. 3. Chart of the area on the Yermak Plateau north of Sval- UT on July 3 and 0500 UT on July 4. The observedfrebard wherethe internalwaveexperimenttook place.The heavyline is quenciesare 2-3 cyclesper hour (cph), and the amplitude is
the trajectoryof the Polarbjornwith datemarks.The arrows.indicate 2-3 m at 30-m depth and increasesto 5-6 m at 65 m. The high
the meancurrentat 40 m measuredby an Aanderaacurrentmeter.
vertical coherenceand the presenceof a predominant freThe tidalcompo•nents
are removed,
andthehighest
meanvelocity
(0.15 m/s) is observedat the slopeof the seamount.The depth con- quencyband, evidentin Figure 5, suggestthat the wave train
tours are in meters.
can be describedas horizontallypropagatingplane wavesof a
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Fig. 6. Sizeand orientationof the triangleof thermistorchains.The propagatiofi0f the wavetrain,indicatedby the

shaded
area,isin a west-southwestward
direction
(250
ø)nearly
perpendicular
to theplatform
drift.Cg
sisthehorizontal
componentof the group velocity,Ks is the horizontalcomponentof the wave numbervector,and U is the mean current

relativeto theplatform.

in thesamedirection
andwiththesame
single
vertical
mode.Based
on•heassumption
of progressiveglestartsto mo•ve
plane waves, it is seen that the wave train arrives first at T47,

speed as the phase velocity of the wave train. The observed

thenat T518 1 hourlater,and finallyat T46 3 hodrslater. drift speedof the triangleis 0.10-0.15m/s in this period.The
Knowing the orientation and size of the triangle, these

estimateddirectionof 250ø showsthat [he wave train propa-

roughlyestimated•.arrival
times imply that the wave train

gatesperpendicularto the isobathsof the seamountfrom shal-

propagateswest-southwest(250ø) with a horizontal group ve-

locityof0.05m/s(Figure
6).In thisestimate,
nocorrection
for
the movementof th'$triangleis necessary
because
it drifts
perpendicular
to •thewavetrain.•his driftdirection
excludes

0

m

2

m

the possibility of interpreting the IW observations as a

stationary
wavetrain.
From the theory of wavesin a continuouslystratifibdfluid
[Turner, 1973, pp. 21-31] it is known that the horizontal

components
of thegroupvelodlty
andthephaseVelocity
are
directed in the same sense,while the vertical componentsare

10m

directedin opposite
sens
es. Consequently,
thedirectionof the

horizontal
componen•
of thewavenumber
k isalso250ø,but
itsmagnitude
Iklisst{11
unknown.
Observations
of IW in the presen.
ce of a meancurrent
implies that frequenciesmay be Doppler-shifted, which must
be taken into account in the interpretation. Using ice floes as
observational platforms would give perfect IW measurements
if the ice and the ocean move at the same velocity. However,
during the passage of the wave train the observed current,

measured
relative
to theicefloes,
is approximately
0.10m/s

40

200

m

m

and is directed 3300-340ø at 20-40 m (Figure 7). The Doppler

shift k. U modifiesthe intrinsicfrequencyo$, such thfit

o•= o•' + k. U, whereo•is theobserved
frequency,
k is the
horizontal wave number vector, and U is the mean current

vectorrelativeto the observational
platform.I{' k and U are
nearly perpendicular to each other, the Doppler shift can be
considered minimal. Later in this paper, when Ikl is determined, a quantitativeestimateof k ßU comparedto o• will be
made and shown to be small.

When the array started to move in a westward direction, on
July 4 at 0800 UT (Figure 3), the IW signalsbecame weaker,
especiallyat T518 where the isothermsleveled out. A possible
explanation for this suddendecay of the IW is that the trian-
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Fig.7. Hourly
values
ofthevelocity
vector
oftheicedriftat0 m
computedfrom the ship'spositions(a low-passfilter with a 6-hour
cutoff period has been used to remove high-frequencynoise in the
navigational data) and unfiltered current vectors at 2 m to 200 m
measured relative to the ship at 10-min intervals by Aanderaa current
meters. Northerly and westerly current vectors with scale are indicated in the lower right corner. The dashedbox indicatesthe period and
depth of the passageof the wave train.
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Fig. 8. Verticaldisplacement
spectrum
computed
froma 7-daytemperature
series
at T47,dividedby a meanvertical
temperature
gradientof 0.10øC/m.
The timeseriesis obtainedat 60-mdepth,wherethe Brunt-V//is//lfi
frequency
is 3-4
cph.Theinertialperiodis closeto 12hours(f = 0.083cph)at 81øN.Thespectrum
isestimated
byfastFouriertransformation(FFT),andthe95%confidence
levelis basedon 10%tapering
of theseries
andsmoothing
over5 frequency
bands

[Bloomfield,
1976].TheGarrett-Munk
spectrum
is plottedusinga scaling
factorr = 320me cphanda cutofffrequency

N = 4.0 cph.

lower to deeperwater. It is noteworthythat the IW in Figure

4.

ENERGY

SPECTRA

1 also propagate in the same manner, but on the northern side

Spectral
analysis
of the whole7-dayperiodof datawas

of the seamount.Theseobservationssuggestthat the bottom
topography is of importance in the generation of the wave

carried out to obtain information about the generalIW energy
level in this area, but for the case study of the wave train,
shortertime series(16 hours)were usedin the computationof

train.
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Fig. 9. Verticalvelocityspectrafor all threethermistorchainscomputedfrom time seriesof the depthof the -0.7øC
isotherm.The time seriesare fromJuly3, 1600UT to July4, 0800UT. The energyscaleis shiftedupwardby 1 and 2
decades
for T47 andT46, respectively.
The spectraaresmoothed
oversixfrequency
bands,yieldinga bandwidthof 0.375
cph.
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the spectra.Vertical displacementserieswere computedin two
different ways: For method A the depth of given isotherms
was computed by vertical interpolation, and for method B the
temperature series at fixed sensorswere divided by a mean
vertical temperature gradient. Energy spectra for the 7-day
period were computed based on method B because some of
the isotherms were discontinuousin this period, so method A
could not be used. In Figure 8 the energy spectrum of T47 at
60 m is shown; this spectrum is based on dT/dz = 0.10øC/m
and ranges from less than the inertial frequencyf to the Nyquist frequency of 15 cph. Spectral characteristics, such as
energy level, a slope of -2 in the IW range betweenf and N
(the local Brunt-Vfiisfilfi frequency), and a cutoff at N where
the slope increasesto approximately -3, are similar at T518

spectrum multiplied by the square of the frequency. Hence the
flat part of the spectra below 2 cph in Figure 9 correspondsto
the -2 slope of the spectrum in Figure 8, and the peaks between 2 and 3 cph in Figure 9 correspond to the spectral
shoulder. The energy peaks near N are explained by Desaubies
[1975] as due to constructive interference between IW near
the turning depth z where N(z)= w' (w' is the intrinsic frequency of the IW). The accumulation of energy in the 2- to
3-cph band is attributed to the trapping of high-frequency IW
in the upper 100 m of the ocean where N is greater than 2 cph.
The simple modal structure, the nonstationarity, and the anisotropy of such waves have been discussedby several investigators [Kdse and Clarke, 1978; Brekhovskikh et al., 1975].
Trapped waves can exist if wave packets move into depths of
diminishing N(z) and reach the turning depth. This depth acts
and T46.
The Garrett-Munk spectralmodel (GM spectrum)for verti- as a barrier for downward propagation of the waves and
causesan upward reflection of the waves. As a wave packet
cal displacementcan be formulated as
approaches the turning depth, the crests and troughs turn
2 f (to2 +f2)o.•
more
steeply, and the particle oscillation becomesmore verti(1)
Sz(W) =- r•r N
w3
cally directed [Munk, 1981]. Several aspects of the present
observations support the assumption of trapped wave energy
where w, f, and N are frequenciesin cycles per hour and r is a
between the turning depth and the surface:(1) direct observascalingparameter:r = Eb2NowhereE is a universal,nondition of increasedwave amplitude from 30 m down to 60 m, (2)
mensionalenergylevel, b is the e-foldingscaleof N(z) and N O
increased spectral energy with depth in the 2- to 4-cph band
is the buoyancy frequency scale in cycles per hour [Munk,
(not shown here), and (3) peaks in the vertical velocity spectra
1981]. This theoretical spectrum is included in Figure 8 for
just below the cutoff frequency (Figure 9). Unfortunately, the
comparison with the observed data. The level of the spectrum
is set by usingthe canonicalvaluer = 320 m2 cph.The spec- data set does not extend beyond 65 m, so a direct verification
of the turning depth is not possible. Use of a mean profile of
tral level of the observations is lower than the GM spectrum
N(z) suggeststhat the 2- to 3-cph band has turning depths
by a factor of 2-3. To adjust the GM spectrum to the ob-

servedspectrum,a value of r between 100 and 150 m2 cph
should be used. This value is higher than the values at the
FRAM 3 ice camp on the Yermak Plateau in 1981 [Levine et

al., 1985],wherer had valuesof 47 and 75 m2 cph at depthsof
67 and 137 m, respectively.
To use spectral analysis on the wave train observed in
Figure 5, a 16-hour period between July 3, 1600 UT and July
4, 0800 UT, was chosen for the computation of the vertical
displacement series.In this period the depth of each isotherm
could be estimated without any ambiguity. Methods A and B
both yielded time series with similar spectral characteristics,
but the vertical interpolation method (method A) was selected
for the analysis becausethis method avoids fine structure contamination of the spectra. This can be a problem if vertical
displacement series are computed by method B [Neshyba et
al., 1972]. A total of 15 isotherm depth series, five at each
thermistor chain, were computed for spectral analysis. The

between

5.

100 m and 50 m.
HORIZONTAL

COHERENCE AND PHASE SPECTRA

Time series of vertical displacement of the selected isotherms were used to compute a number of horizontal coherence and phase spectra between pairs of the thermistor chains.
Sincethe triangle maintained its shapeand orientation during

the experiment,
the horizontalphasedifferences
•i,j (where
i = 1, 2, 3;j = 1, 2, 3; and i %j) can be used to deducepossible wavelengths and directions of propagation of the wave
train. A large number of solutions may exist, but since the
direction of propagation is known from the interpretation of
Figure 5, the problem is reducedto a searchfor possiblewavelengths L which satisfy

L = (360X•,j)/•z•,j i = 1, 2

j = 2, 3

0•1,
2 "{-0•2,3 = 0•1,
3

i -7:j)

(2)
(3)

selected isotherms were - 1.3ø, - 1.1ø, --0.9 ø, -0.7 ø, and
-0.5øC at mean depths of 36 m, 39 m, 42 m, 46 m, and 51 m,
respectively.

where indices 1, 2, and 3 refer to thermistor chain T47, T518,

The main difference between the 7-day spectrum and the
16-hour spectrum from July 3-4 (not shown) is that the shortperiod spectrum has a more pronounced peak or shoulder just
prior to the cutoff frequency. The shoulder can be explained
by the dominance of the wave train at 2-3 cph in the 16-hour
period, whereas in the 7-day spectrum this feature is obscured
and is not significant in Figure 8. In his extensive spectral
analysis of temperature records, Pinkel [1975] suggeststhat
the shoulder can be explained by the dominance of the first
mode at high frequencies. To give an enhanced picture of the
spectral shoulder, vertical velocity time series were computed
by time differentiating the vertical displacementseriesof the
-0.7øC isotherm at each thermistor chain. Theoretically, the
vertical velocity spectrum is equal to the vertical displacement

wavepropagation;
•i,j is obtainedfromthe phasespectrafor

and T46, respectively.
Xi,j denotesthe component
of the distance between two thermistor chains along the direction of the
each frequency band but can be shifted q- n x 360ø, which
allows n wavelengths to be included in the phase difference
between two sensors.The procedure to find L is then to start
with n = 0 and increasen by 1 until (2) and (3) are satisfied.
Figure 10 showsan example of coherenceand phasespectra
between the -1.1øC isothermsat T46 and T47. Below 0.7 cph
the sensorsgive coherent signals,indicating that motions on
time scaleslarger than 1.5 hours are correlated at a horizontal

separationof 500 m. At frequencieshigher than 0.7 cph there
is no significant coherenceexcept at 2 cph. The resolution of
the spectra using 16-hour time seriesand smoothing over 6
frequencybands is 0.375 cph. At 2 cph the phasedifferenceis
approximately 70ø, indicating that the signal at T47 leads the
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In the 2-cph band a possible interpretation of the phase
differences,using Table 1 and allowing an inaccuracy of + 10ø,

COHERENCE

is as follows: 0•,2 - 170ø (T47 leads T518 by 170ø, using
n- 0), %,3- 610ø(T518 leadsT46 by 610ø, using110ø and
n = 1),and 0•,3 = 780ø (T47 leadsT46 by 780ø,using60ø and

95%

n= 2).

By taking the componentsof the trianglesides(X•,:, X:, 3,
and X•,3) along the wave numbervector,whichis directed

o's' "i:o

a.o

•o

250ø, a wavelength L = 230 m is estimated. Shorter wavelengths might satisfy (2) and (3) by using larger values for n,
but such waves would be of higher modes and are not observed in this study. Furthermore, a phase velocity c- co/k
corresponding to a wavelength of 230 m is found to be 0.13
m/s. A similar argument for the 3-cph band leads to a wavelength of 135 m and phase velocity of 0.11 m/s. These estimated values of the phase velocity agree with the observations.
6.

COMPUTATION

OF THE DISPERSION RELATION

Assuming a linearized equation of motion and the Boussinesq approximation in an incompressibleand nonrotating fluid
with a mean current yields the vertical velocity equation

dz:+ Q(z)
w= 0

w(0)= w(- H)= 0

(4)

where

Q(z)=
ß-0.1

0.5

1.0

3.0

10

i

FREQUENCY

(CPH)

Fig. 10. Horizontal coherence and phase spectra between the
-1.1øC isothermsat T46 and T47. By definition,negativephaseindicates that T46 leads T47. The bandwidth is 0.375 cph, and the 95%
confidence interval for the phase spectrum (not shown) is approximately _+10ø at frequencieswhere the coherenceestimate is significant.

signal at T46 by 70ø. A 95% confidence interval for the phase
estimates (not shown in Figure 10) is lessthan + 10ø for statistically significant coherence estimates [Bloomfield, 1976]. A
total of 54 coherenceand phase spectra were computed showing that the coherence dominated in the bands around 2 and 3
cph. In the computation of a number of phase spectra, some

N2(z)- (60- k. U) 2
k. U"
k2 +
(co- k. U):
(co- k. U)

W(z) is the vertical mode function, H is the bottom depth, k is
the horizontal wave number vector, cois the frequency,N(z) is
the Brunt-Viiisfilfi frequency, and U(z) is the mean current
vector.

Equation (4), named after Taylor and Goldstein, takes into
account

the effect of both

U = 0.10 m s

dU

sumption that waves with a prevailing direction of propagation are present. Table 1 lists the dominant phase differences,

dz

are coherent

at a 95% confidence

level.

d:U
dz 2

TABLE 1. SignificantHorizontal CoherenceBetweenPairs of Time

stratification

and a shear current.

Peters [1983] has shown that the solution of (4) is strongly
influenced by the shear current. Consequently,a quantitative
estimate of the terms on the right-hand side of (5) is necessary
to see if the shear current is of importance in the present case
study. Current measurements,obtained during the passageof
the wavetrain, show typical maximum values'

valuesof •i.• were repeatedseveraltimes,supportingthe aswhich

(5)

-0.3

-0.1

-1

x 10-2s -!

x 10 -3 m -• s -•

The estimated angle between k and U is a = 90ø (Figure 6),
but a 10ø inaccuracy of this value should be allowed. If
Phase
a = 80ø, k. U is positive and the wave propagation has a
Thermistor
SeparFrequency,
Difference,
downstreamcomponent.The observedfrequencywill then be
Pair
ation, m
cph
deg
higher than the intrinsic frequency.Note that the expression
T46-T47
500
2.0
+ 70
(co- k. U) shows the observed frequency modified by the
3.0
-80
Doppler shift. By inserting observedvalues for co,k, and U,
T518-T46
800
2.0
+ 120
this modification is approximately 15% for a - 80ø.The mean
3.0
- 30
current is therefore strong enough to disturb the 2- to 3-cph
T518-T47
700
2.0
-- 160
3.0
- 140
frequency band, but a 15% Doppler shift is acceptable because the spectral band width is not better than 0.3 cph.
Interpretation of the phase differencesis as follows: If the phase
Therefore if the angle a deviates less than 10ø from 90ø, the
differenceis + 80ø, series2 leadsseries1 by 80ø or series1 leadsseries
2 by 80ø - 360ø = 280ø. If the phasedifferenceis -80 ø, series1 leads Doppler effectcan be neglected.Furthermore, to evaluatethe
effect of the vertical shear, it is necessaryto comparethe first
series2 by 80ø or series2 leadsseries1 by 360ø - 80ø = 280ø.
Series
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100m

I

I

cph
-10.
-2

NrnQx = 6cph
3.0

1.0
Z
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10-3

10-:'

10-1

10 o

WAVENUMBER
(r• 1)
Fig. 11. Dispersionrelationfor internal wavesfor the densitystratificationgivenin Figure 4, showingthe three lowest
modes.The crossesindicatewave numbersat 2 cph and 3 cph estimatedby phasedifferenceanalysis.

and the second term on the right-hand side of (5). Again, by
inserting known values of co,k, U, U", and N(z), the second
term contributes 10-15% to Q(z). Hence the effect of vertical
shear can be neglectedto first order compared with the effect
of stratification. The Taylor-Goldstein equation can then be
reduced to the well-known vertical velocity equation for a

curacy of the dispersionrelation attributable to the time variation of the densityprofiles was estimated.At each frequency
the computed wave number varied by at most q-10% compared with the casewhere the averagedN(z) profile (Figure 4)
was used.This is acceptable,sincethe frequencyobservations
also have a q- 10% accuracy.

shearless ocean:
7.

d2W
k• N:(z)
-dz 2
co2

•+

W=0

W(0)=

W(-H)=0

(6)

Equation (6) defines the vertical structure of the IW field,
using density stratification alone. The solution of this eigenvalue problem yields an infinite, complete, and orthogonal set
of modesWn(Z),n = 1, 2,.-', with eigenvalues]in,wherecoand
N(z) are prescribed.The problem is solved numerically using
various frequenciesco in the range from 0.2 cph to 6.0 cph.
N(z) is computedfrom the time-averagedand depth-smoothed
CTD profile in Figure 4. In this way the dispersionrelation
for IW, k = ]in(co),
is establishedfor a given N(z) profile. The
depth smoothing was done using a 5-m running mean on the
time-averageddensityprofile. The result is presentedin Figure
11, where the first 3 modes are plotted in the range from 0.2
cph to 4.5 cph. In addition, the frequencyand wave number
relation inferred from the horizontal phase differenceanalysis

is indicatedwith crosses.
The groupvelocity,Cg- dco/dk,
for
the 2- to 3-cph band is 0.05 m/s, which agreeswith the observedpropagation speedof the wave train. The comparison
of observedfrequenciesand wavelengthswith the theoretical
dispersionrelation showsthat the observedwave train on July
3-4 agreesfairly well with first-modeIW.
Since the observations are available only from 30 m to 65
m, limited verification of the vertical mode function can be
made. At 3 cph, W•(z) has a maximum at 15 m and is zero
below 50 m, whereasat 2 cph, W•(z) is maximum at about 70
m and zero below 120 m (not shown). The increasing amplitude of vertical displacementfrom 30 m down to 65 m agrees
with the shapeof W•(z) at 2 cph. However, the fact that the
density profile varied during the period when the IW were
observedmade it necessaryto recomputethe dispersionrelation usingslightlydifferentN(z) profiles.In this way the inac-

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Energy spectra of vertical displacementseriesare compared
with the Garrett-Munk spectrum, indicating an energy level
that is lower than that model's by a factor of 2-3. However,
compared with other observations in the Arctic, the energy
level is higher. The questionsthat arise are, is the MIZ a more
active area for IW generation than the interior of the icecovered ocean, or is it the seamount that causes the wave

train? Atmospheric forcing can be discarded as a generating
mechanism because the experiment was carried out in a
period of calm wind conditions. Tidally generated internal
wave packetsnear topographic featuressuch as straits, banks,
seamounts,and fjord sills have been reported by severalinvestigators [Haury et al., 1979; Apel and Gonzalez, 1983], but
their reports are from shallow areas where the pycnocline is
directly disturbed by the topography. In the present case the
seamount is much deeper than the pycnocline and can probably cause high-frequency IW only indirectly. It has been
shown that the vertical shear can be neglectedcompared with
stratification in the area where the experiment took place.
However, outside this area, tidally induced vertical shear large
enough to generatehigh frequencyIW may occur temporarily.
These wavesmay then propagate into an area of smaller vertical shear.

The

interactions

between

sea ice and IW

have

been dis-

cussedby Muench et al. [1983]. They demonstrated how IW
can be generated by the stressdiscontinuity in the marginal
ice zone. Another explanation for the IW is that ridges underneath the ice floes (ice keels)can generateinternal waves if the
ice floes move in relation to the ocean. This is analogous to lee
waves generated in the presence of a mean current flowing
over a topographic feature. The distribution of pressureridge
ice keels in the Arctic Ocean has been investigated by Wad-
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hams[1985], and ice drafts as deep as 40 rn were observedin
the interior of the pack ice. In the MIZ the mean ice draft
varied between 3 and 6 m. Ice keel generation of IW was
studiedin a laboratory experimentby Hachmeisterand Rigby
[1980], who found that stationaryIW could be generatedwith
crestsmoving perpendicular to the mean flow. The present
data

show that

the ice moves in relation

to the water

at a

typical speedof 0.10 m/s. High-frequencyIW with phase velocity equal to the relative current can then be excited as
standing waves relative to the ice. When the current changes
direction, as it does because of its tidal character, the waves
can start to propagate. During MIZEX '87/'89, major IW ex-

perimentswill be carried out to further investigatethe generating mechanisms.
In conclusion,a case study shows that an observed highfrequency internal wave train can be modeled, to a first approximation, as horizontally propagating plane gravity waves
of first vertical mode in a shearlessocean,moving in a welldefined direction.
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